Answer Each Question As It Is Warranted Based Off The Movie Plot

Two Sentence Minimum, Unless Otherwise Stated

1. Do you believe that a great intelligence is a help or hinderance?
2. If you had the opportunity to increase your “intelligence” and “memory” would you take it? Why or why not?
3. Why does the main character in the movie accept the opportunity for him to increase his “intelligence?”
4. What does “intelligence” actually mean?
5. What does the whole movie make it seem like “intelligence” means?
6. What do you believe “intelligence” actually means?
7. Does the main characters stress level go down with increased “intelligence,” or go up?
8. Do you believe that stress increases or decreases with “intelligence;” why or why not?
9. Is great “intelligence” a good thing or bad, why or why not?
10. There is an old saying, “Ignorance is bliss,” well do you believe that this is true or not? Why or why not? Four Sentences Minimum